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Executive Summary 
 

The City of Dawson Creek’s effort to foster collaboration in the implementation of its Source 
Water Protection and Watershed Management Plans was given significant impetus through this 
Upper Kiskatinaw Watershed Forum and Field Tour. The preceding media awareness of the 
event and public participation at the opening “Community Learning Session” provided 
opportunities to hear directly from residents, government, industry, and academic 
representatives about what they perceive as current priorities. That session indicated a general 
consensus about the importance of having a sustainable and reliable community drinking water 
supply. Notwithstanding the strides taken in recent years to develop a Watershed Stewardship 
Program, concern was expressed at the meeting about how climate change and increasing 
water demand from expanding industrial development may be combining to create pressures 
on water supply. Indeed, the City’s concurrent implementation of Stage 3 water conservation 
measures with the Oil and Gas Commission’s suspension of short-term water use has provided 
further stimulus for the development of appropriate watershed research and monitoring 
objectives. 
 
Throughout the three-day event, it was further recognized that certain key information gaps in 
understanding hydrological functions remain including the process of groundwater recharge, 
surface water quality protection, and potential pathways for quality degradation.  
 
Participants in both the field tour and forum were provided an overview of the watershed 
characteristics including the wide range of land-use activities and presentations on milestones 
achieved for existing watershed management plans. Industry participants, Encana, 
ConocoPhillips, and Murphy Oil, provided insight into how they are undertaking management 
of important issues such as sediment and surface runoff control for gas industry infrastructure 
(right-of-ways, well sites, and gas processing facilities) through improved infrastructure and 
preplanning measures. Encana highlighted research and investment in revegetation techniques, 
erosion control, and water impoundment structures, and ConocoPhillips and Murphy Oil 
showcased surface water runoff retention structures and pipeline development through 
subsurface directional drilling to avoid impacts on steep slopes. Such work is being done as 
both a requirement of regulatory compliance to address water quality issues and as a 
demonstration of industry best practices. Participants recognized value in selecting such sites 
for further applied research as a way to document effectiveness of mitigation measures in 
reducing sediment transport. 
 
Other land-use activities were highlighted including deciduous and coniferous logging, wind 
energy development, and range use. Changing landscape conditions resulting from mountain 
pine beetle infestation were noted as having some potential for affecting both surface runoff 
and groundwater recharge. The need for tracking hydrological effects on both water quality and 
supply was identified as an area of potential focussed research for the latter issue. 
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The Forum provided a general overview of meteorological research for improved intra-regional 
climate monitoring was highlighted through the City’s collaboration with the British Columbia 
(B.C.) Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations. An effort to expand the 
collection of year-round climate data was explained, through the expansion of snow-course 
surveys and installation of a snow standpipe in proximity to the Wildfire Management Branch’s 
Noel Weather Station. Such data can be used in concert with existing hydrometric research (for 
all major sub-basins) along with current hydrological/land-use modelling undertaken by the 
existing University of Northern British Columbia (UNBC) research project and regional 
hydrological modelling work of the Oil and Gas Commission to eventually develop a water 
balance for the Upper Kiskatinaw River watershed. It was pointed out that greater 
understandings of wetland storage and groundwater to surface recharge are missing elements 
that are essential to effectively developing that watershed management capability.  
 
These latter research objectives represent key priorities for supporting the City’s current water 
supply management decision making. The Montney Water Project, undertaken over the past 
two years, represents an important opportunity to build upon for further characterization of 
both hydrogeological and surface water in the Upper Kiskatinaw River. It was also pointed out 
that an existing reservoir created by the construction of a weir at Bearhole Lake in 2009 has not 
yet been employed nor has an evaluation been undertaken to determine the efficacy of flow 
delivery from that point to the water intake at Arras. Other opportunities for enhanced 
groundwater delivery from proximal shallow aquifers adjacent to the Upper Kiskatinaw River 
mainstem (associated with known paleovalleys) were discussed at the forum, and will be 
explored as possible supply options to support the City’s planned expansion of reservoir 
capacity. Finally, the Watershed Stewardship Program is focussing efforts to update its Source 
Water Protection Plan. Attention is being directed, by Dawson Creek, at undertaking a Hazard 
Risk Assessment of various potential point sources, as well as potential pathways for 
contamination from ground to surface pathways which will likely also benefit from targeted 
research initiatives. 
 
To summarize the results of the research forum component, the following bullets present a 
prioritized set of objectives for moving forward in the form of a draft Watershed Research 
Agenda. 

 Aquifer mapping/classification (surface and groundwater interactions) 

 Surface water storage 

 Land-use concerns 

 Sediment source issues 

 Climate change 
 

Following a brief discussion of the potential for establishing a long-term Hydrological Research 
Project, facilitators Axel Anderson and Dave Wilford summarized their insights from the event 
and recommended moving this idea forward through the following key steps over the next 
year: 1) identify research sites with long-term data and research involvement that can be 
extrapolated to foster partnerships and develop baseline data in the Kiskatinaw watershed; 2) 
develop indicators based on the process differences between a snow- and rain-dominated 
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system; 3) develop and maintain a dynamic watershed group to lead this initiative through to a 
long-term research program that is tied to drinking water; 4) develop cross-border relationships 
between B.C. and Alberta; and 5) educate citizens so they worry about the real issue and are 
not reacting to unnecessary concerns. 
 
The champion behind this initiative, and key to its success, is the Watershed Steward who has 
laid out a clear mission and vision statement. To help ensure longevity of this program, it should 
be developed in collaboration with all interested communities to establish and maintain social 
licence. Connecting the dots between water and industry in northeast B.C. is a priority for the 
ministry as the Northeast Water Strategy, but the problems continue across the provincial 
border. Funding is one of the greatest barriers to overcome this cross-border issue. Overall, this 
event was a huge success and showcased the fantastic work and enthusiasm within the 
Watershed Stewardship Program. 
 
 
 

One of the spectacular views of the Upper Kiskatinaw watershed during the field tour. 
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Project Background:  
 

Towards a British Columbia/Alberta Partnership for Applied Long-Term Watershed Management 
Research in the Peace River Region’s Upper Kiskatinaw River  
 
Conference development: The idea to co-ordinate a forum and field tour to engage the 
research community evolved in response to an identified need to support development of the 
City of Dawson Creek’s Watershed Stewardship Program. There is also a need to extend current 
hydrological and watershed research to the Peace River region as part of a long-term forest and 
hydrology research site, as no such program exists. A current priority is to improve co-
ordination between various agencies with interests to support research and monitoring for 
drinking water source protection. The main objective of this forum and field tour was to explore 
this potential.  
 
After a meeting in February 2012 between Reg Whiten, Watershed Steward for the City of 
Dawson Creek, and Dr. Suzan Lapp, in her new role as Lead in Watershed Management for 
FORREX, an agreement was made in principle to collaborate in this initiative. With her 
professional associations, Suzan suggested a link be made with the research community in 
Alberta. Dr. Axel Anderson, from the Foothills Research Institute, was invited to participate in 
helping guide development of the initiative. Further impetus was provided through the City’s 
representation on the University of Northern British Columbia’s Knowledge to Action Project 
led by Dr. Margot Parkes, a two-year initiative to bring together watershed management 
practitioners, research, and government to investigate how to expand awareness of public and 
watershed health linkages. From there, an action plan and project brief was developed to 
encourage support and participation. Prior to the event, the following brief was circulated to 
individuals and agencies currently involved in the Upper Kiskatinaw or with an interest to 
support the City’s goals to foster research collaboration.  
 
Background: For the past 20 years, the City of Dawson Creek has provided leadership in 
understanding issues related to watershed management for its drinking water supply area that 
covers 2800 km2 in the Upper Kiskatinaw River Basin in northeast British Columbia (see Figure 
3). The City’s water system services a population of around 20 000 residents including Pouce 
Coupe and the surrounding rural area. The B.C. Drinking Water Protection Act places 
responsibility on B.C. water purveyors like Dawson Creek to assess upstream risks to drinking 
water quality and supply. Achieving water stewardship objectives, therefore, requires relevant 
and timely co-ordination of research, monitoring, compliance, and planning functions. At 
present, the watershed has a “notation of interest” for land-use referral consultation purposes 
and is referred to as a Community Water Supply Area in the Dawson Creek Land and Resource 
Management Plan (1999). It is, however, not yet classified as a Designated Watershed under 
the B.C. Environmental Protection and Management Regulation (Sec 35) of the Oil and Gas 
Activities Act, nor as a Community Watershed under the Forest and Range Practices Act.  
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Various planning and research initiatives have already been undertaken in partnership with 
provincial and federal government agencies, community organizations, and resource industries. 
The City’s mission to achieve long-term watershed sustainability fits within its general goal to 
“be a visionary community that works together for innovative social, cultural, economic, and 
environmental vitality.” Through effective partnerships and research collaborations, the City 
envisions its leadership efforts can create the foundation for a “Model Watershed” approach 
for the Upper Kiskatinaw River where ongoing resource management issues and best practices 
can be tested and evaluated to maintain and enhance watershed function. Through this 
approach, and lessons learned from long-term research, planning and management will be of 
benefit to other jurisdictions seeking to promote similar goals for water stewardship and/or 
drinking water protection. This initiative will be of particular value for agencies and industry 
stakeholders with current research and development operations in the Boreal Plains and 
Foothills ecoregions.  

Developing an effective watershed governance structure will be necessary to implement an 
effective level of management integration and compliance with the Drinking Water Protection 
Act and other related resource management legislation. Significant potential exists for 
improved and cost-effective resource management decision making, land-use referral 
processes, and stakeholder collaboration in demonstrating best practices for watershed 
stewardship. As part of this effort, the City is moving forward in 2012 to update its Source 
Water Protection Plan (SWPP) through its Watershed Stewardship Program (WSP). Attention 
is being focussed on addressing key information gaps and facilitating appropriate agency and 
stakeholder engagement through ongoing partnerships based on a shared-interest and active 
approach. Through this initiative, there is significant potential for addressing hydrological 
research issues of interest in supporting sustainable watershed stewardship.  

Resource Use Activity and Management Issues: As new resource development interests in the 
watershed emerge (e.g., wind, coal), these footprints add to those of a rapidly growing natural 
gas sector and traditional industries of agriculture, forestry, tourism, and outdoor recreation. 
Key issues long identified as requiring constant management attention include: 
erosion/sedimentation from linear developments and stream crossings on erodible soils; point 
and cumulative diffuse water quality risks at lower elevations from various sources; and 
potential risks to groundwater flows and quality from extensive gas development operations. 
Emerging hydrological concerns also pertain to expanding industrial water-use demands during 
low flow periods, uncertain but possible climate change effects on flow regimes, and the 
impacts of extensive mountain pine beetle infestation and wildfire on peak flows and water 
quality.  

In recent years, great strides have been taken towards improved watershed characterization 
including:  

 baseline water quality studies (bacteria/parasites/chemical analyses) studies (B.C. 
government)  

 a cumulative effects analysis on drinking water indicators (BC Forest Practices Board)  
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 sub-basin surface and shallow groundwater monitoring  

 watershed modelling based on changing land-use patterns (UNBC/City of Dawson 
Creek/FLRNO)  

 a study on methods and tools for integrated watershed and health planning/assessment 
(UNBC)  

 an investigation of snow accumulation variability in forested and forest stands (FLRNO)  

Strengthening Watershed Plan Implementation: There is a need and opportunity for improved 
co-ordination of research and extension activities to help meet the watershed management 
objectives for many agencies in the Peace River Region. There also appears to be an important 
opportunity to focus long-term research in the region and build on the research momentum 
gained in recent years in the Kiskatinaw River watershed. Although knowledge and data are 
required to support new project assessments and referral processes, long-term research sites 
provide the fundamental information on watershed processes to inform decision making. There 
is a lack of long-term watershed research sites that describe the processes and resource 
management pressures in the Peace River region (Boreal Plains/Foothills ecoregions). Through 
this initiative, a partnership with the Forum for Research and Extension in Natural Resources 
(FORREX) Watershed Management program and the Foothills Research Institute (FRI) Water 
Program is being developed to explore opportunities to co-ordinate research in the region. The 
intent is to develop a formal initiative for a “strategic watershed research project” and facilitate 
best-practices research. This project will have the advantage of shared bioregional and 
development experience and interests between the B.C. and Alberta Peace River region. This 
effort addresses a need to enhance watershed research capacity and information sharing 
among resource agencies, industries, local/regional governments, and other stakeholders in 
northeast B.C.  

A Framework for Source Water Protection Plan Renewal: As part of its SWPP renewal effort, 
the WSP will be implementing a phased approach to agency and stakeholder engagement.  

Component 1: Undertake a review of existing watershed management and source protection 
plan goals, achievements, and information gaps in the form of a “State of the Upper Kiskatinaw 
Watershed” report (in progress) and presentation of results to the Northern Regional Drinking 
Water Team (in progress).  

Component 2: Facilitation of a two-day “Kiskatinaw Watershed Tour and Research Forum” 
with all key interested resource agencies, research institutions, and industry/stakeholder 
participation (July 24–26, Dawson Creek), designed with the objectives of (i) identifying existing 
research activities, research gaps, and implementation issues/opportunities for achieving 
existing SWPP objectives and (ii) initiating discussions for developing a “long-term watershed 
research framework” that addresses current and emerging watershed management issues in 
selected paired catchments.  

Component 3: Facilitation of an “Upper Kiskatinaw Watershed Governance Forum” (fall 2012) 
focussed on the dual themes of (i) developing an appropriate watershed governance structure 
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(Interagency Technical Advisory Committee, Kiskatinaw Watershed Advisory Council) and (ii) 
reviewing the existing SWPP implementation and partnership development as a step towards a 
plan update (winter 2012/13). 

Conference Proceedings 

These proceedings summarize Component 2. The event opened with an evening public open 
house and presentations at the Northern Lights College that included 42 participants from the 
public, B.C. Ministries of Environment and Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations, City 
of Dawson Creek council members, consultants, academics, and researchers. The second day 
was directed towards researchers, consultants, and academics and involved an extensive tour 
of the Kiskatinaw watershed. Various site visits included wind farm operations, oil and gas 
development sites, revegetation plots along access roads, local community source water 
monitoring initiatives, and various other natural/human disturbance sites. The forum finished 
on the third day with presentations that showcased the research results from various projects 
throughout the watershed or that were relevant to activities/concerns within the watershed. 
The day concluded with breakout table topics and a group plenary session to address the main 
concerns/issues, challenges, information gaps and institutional arrangements, and how to build 
capacity through partnerships and collaborative research programs and develop education and 
extension programs as part of the City of Dawson Creek’s Source Water Protection Plan moving 
towards Component 3. 

 
 

Reg Whiten during the field tour. 

Dr. Margot Parkes, UNBC, presents on 
the topic of watersheds and 
ecohealth. 
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Public Open House and Presentations 
 

The Kiskatinaw Watershed Tour and Research Forum kicked off with a Community Learning 
Event hosted by the City of Dawson Creek to explore the Upper Kiskatinaw watershed, Dawson 
Creek’s drinking water supply area. The event was held at the Northern Lights College with 42 
people in attendance including City of Dawson Creek council members, consultants, First 
Nations, local citizens, Ministries of Environment and Forests, Lands and Natural Resource 
Operations researchers, academics, and local industries. 
 
Reg Whiten, the Watershed Steward for the City of Dawson Creek, introduced First Nations 
Elder Louise Isadore who provided a welcome blessing on behalf of the area’s aboriginal 
community. This was followed by a welcome address by Councillor Shaely Wilbur on behalf of 
Mayor Mike Bernier and Councillors. Councillors Duncan Malkinson and Cheryl Shuman also 
offered some comments after which Regional Area “D” Director Wayne Hiebert welcomed 
participants on behalf of Chair Karen Goodings and the directors of the Peace River Regional 
District. 
 
Kit Fast, President of the Dawson Creek Watershed Society and professional photographer, 
provided a visual orientation to the watershed and area, with a beautiful slideshow 
presentation of the Kiskatinaw and Dawson Creek watersheds. 
 
To launch the evening dialogue session, Reg presented an overview and history of the Upper 
Kiskatinaw watershed and discussed the recent concerns and pressures on the City’s drinking 
water source. The question at hand was “How to implement integrated watershed 
management through local knowledge of the land, industry, and research and by building 
relationships and trust to sustain drinking water quality and quantity?”  
 
As a way to engage delegates and the public, Reg facilitated a discussion “Having Your Say – 
What Should Be Our Watershed Research Priorities?” for the attendees, including presenters, 
and had them identify their residency relationship to the watershed (i.e., whether they were a 
visitor, permanent resident, or employed as a worker generating their livelihood from the 
watershed) as well as their specific interests in the watershed. Each person wrote their name 
and interests on a coloured sticky note and was invited to introduce themselves and respond to 
the questions. The sticky notes were then placed on a map of the watershed which showed a 
geographic representation of the City, the watershed, and the world beyond. Appendix 1 
summarizes each participant’s relationship to the watershed and their interests. 
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Dr. Margot Parkes, Research Chair from the University of Northern British Columbia (UNBC), 
presented the keynote presentation “Watersheds and Eco-Health – Moving from Knowledge to 
Action.” Margot’s presentation highlighted the link between health, ecosystems, and society 
within a watershed. Her take home message was “putting knowledge into action” through 
workshops and integrated research programs that link environment, community, and health 
objectives through indicators and monitoring.     
 
Chelsea McClellen, from InterraPlan Inc., showcased “The Kiskatinaw Watershed Atlas,” an 
interactive presentation about community outreach and how we value local input, available at 
http://dawsoncreek.ca/static/watershed_map/. This is a very user friendly tool to explore the 
watershed and learn about stewardship activities. 
 
The primary concerns identified at the evening session were water quantity (demands and 
water supply); industry demands for the water (i.e., fracking); groundwater; and overall health 
of the watershed (sustainability). 
 

Kiskatinaw watershed map marked with geographic association of attendees and their interests, with Stephanie 

Haight, MFLNRO, and Reg Whiten, City of Dawson Creek.  

http://dawsoncreek.ca/static/watershed_map/
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Research Updates and Forum  

Morning Technical Presentations Session I 

The Montney Water Project (Phase 1): Results and Opportunities Going 

Forward 

CARLOS SALAS   
 

Presentation Abstract  

The B.C. Montney gas fairway accounts for approximately 35% of British Columbia’s total yearly 
gas production and covers an area of 17 000 km2 that transects seven major watersheds. From 
an industry perspective, water management is absolutely critical for successful play 
development. Water management issues affect the oil and gas industry and communities and 
First Nations. The need for a holistic solution is paramount. 
 
The Montney Water Project (MWP) is a unique project originally started at the behest of the oil 
and gas industry and is managed by Geoscience BC. The project involves partners from industry, 
various provincial ministries, academia, and communities working jointly to compile an up-to-
date inventory of water resources in the B.C. Montney Gas Play fairway. Project results are 
being made publically available and can be used to support policies and regulations for the 
industry and public. Ultimately, the Montney Water Project is a catalyst for ongoing water 
management.  
 
The MWP has three major components: 1) surface water; 2) shallow groundwater; and 3) deep 
groundwater. Key project results include the identification of approximately 20 new aquifers, 
and the revision of 35 pre-existing ones, and the identification and mapping of deep aquifers, 
which will allow a more resourceful approach to water management for oil and gas operations. 
Data collected from the project are also being used by the B.C. Oil and Gas Commission to 
develop a program which will soon be utilized in the regulation of water allocation. 
Geoscience BC’s collaborative project has contributed to a broader understanding of water 
availability in the greater Montney Gas Play fairway, providing multiple stakeholders with the 
data needed to make informed decisions on future water management issues. 
 

Author Contact and Biography 

Carlos Salas, Vice President Oil & Gas, Geoscience BC, 440 – 890 West Pender Street, 
Vancouver, BC V6C 1J9  
email: salas@geosciencebc.com 

 
Carlos Salas is a professional geologist with over 25 years of wide-ranging industry experience in 
all facets of oil and gas exploration and has held senior positions, along with directorships in 
public and private companies. Initially schooled as a fluvial sedimentologist (BSc McMaster 

mailto:salas@geosciencebc.com
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University; MSc University of Ottawa, 1986) and later cross-trained as a seismic interpreter at 
Shell, Mr. Salas has used his well-rounded technical background as an explorationist throughout 
the Western Canada Sedimentary Basin, Northern and Eastern Canada, and various basins 
throughout the United States. Until recently, Mr. Salas was managing director at Canadian 
Discovery Ltd. where he provided technical guidance and mentorship along with petrophysical 
and geophysical support for their various business arms. He recently joined Geoscience BC in 
the capacity of V.P. Oil & Gas where he will provide technical leadership to initiatives promoting 
responsible oil and gas development in B.C. 
 
Mr. Salas is a professional geologist with the both the Association of Professional Engineers and 
Geoscientists of British Columbia (APEGBC) and the Association of Professional Engineers and 
Geoscientists of Alberta (APEGA), a member of the Canadian Society of Petroleum Geologists, 
and a member of the Canadian Well Logging Society.   
 

UNBC Upper Kiskatinaw River Watershed Study  
 

Capturing Land-Use Change in the Upper Kiskatinaw River  

SHEKHAR PAUL  

 Presentation Abstract 

Detection of land-use and land-cover change has become one of the core components in 
current strategies for managing natural resources and monitoring environmental changes. 
Various anthropogenic activities have significantly altered the earth’s surface, which is posing 
challenges for the effective management of natural resources. As a result, information on land 
use/land cover, their changing trends, and possibilities for their optimal use has turned out to 
be a vital concern for researchers and decision makers. In my current project, one of my prime 
objectives is to capture land-use/land-cover change in the Upper Kiskatinaw River watershed 
(KRW) in northern B.C. over the past 26 years (1984–2010). Remote sensing and GIS tools will 
be utilized for this study. Landsat satellite imagery for the years 1984, 1999, and 2010 will be 
analyzed using digital image classification (object-oriented) technique to capture the land-use 
change. Later, future land-use change scenarios will be generated based on the current trend of 
change. 
 

Author Contact and Biography 

Siddhartho Shekhar Paul, MSc Graduate Student, University of Northern British Columbia, 3333 
University Way, Prince George, BC V2N 4Z9  
email: pauls@unbc.ca 

 
Siddhartho Shekhar Paul is a graduate student (MSc) in the Natural Resources and 
Environmental Studies program at University of Northern British Columbia (UNBC). He 
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completed his BSc in Geology and MSc in Hydrogeology and Environmental Geology in 
Bangladesh. Before coming to Canada, he was working as a Remote Sensing and GIS Analyst in 
Center for Environmental and Geographic Information Services (CEGIS), which is a research 
organization under Bangladesh’s Ministry of Water Resources. His research interest focusses on 
the use of remote sensing and GIS tools to address various environmental issues and study of 
groundwater and surface water from quantity and quality aspects. 
 
Comments and Questions 

 What about the impact on recharge zones? 

 Identify recharge areas and land-use changes – link and potential research 
 

Examining Present and Future Water Resources through Watershed Modelling 

GOPAL SAHA  
 
Presentation Abstract 

Groundwater–surface water (GW–SW) interaction is a common phenomenon observed in the 
riparian zone in nature. During flooding season, surface water can recharge groundwater and 
increase groundwater table, but during drought season, groundwater is an important source of 
water to feed the river flow. As a result, groundwater and surface water are frequently 
exchanged, and they are closely linked components of the hydrologic system. The development 
and exploitation of one component commonly affects the other. For sustainable water 
resources management, it is crucial to understand and quantify such exchange processes 
between groundwater and surface water. 
 
The Kiskatinaw River watershed (KRW) is a very important region for northern British Columbia. 
It is designated as the community water supply area for the City of Dawson Creek with about 20 
000 inhabitants. The river has been the major water source within this watershed. However, 
the river flow can show significant seasonal variations which may pose serious challenges to 
water demand by the community and many other water users and thus result in stressing water 
resources management. The quantification of GW–SW interaction is then of great importance 
for understanding water availability and river flow variations within the watershed. 
Furthermore, climate change is expected to create diverse impacts on the hydrological cycle 
which includes changes in precipitation, altered river flow, changes in groundwater recharge, 
more intense floods, and longer droughts. However, the population growth and land-use/land-
cover changes induced by economic development would create a scarcity of sufficient water. 
Therefore, water resources management under changing climatic and land-use/land-cover 
conditions is associated with various risks that show significant temporal and spatial variations. 
However, there have been very few research studies conducted on climate and land-use/land-
cover changes effects on GW–SW interaction in the riparian zone, and this research is proposed 
to fill this gap. The objectives of this research project are (1) to develop a numerical model for 
quantifying GW–SW interaction in the KRW and (2) to understand and quantify the combined 
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impacts of future land-use/land-cover and climate changes on GW–SW interaction in the KRW 
using the developed numerical model. 
 
Field work: 

 GW–SW monitoring network consists of 26 piezometers was developed from August 
2010 to August 2011. In addition, surface water levels and discharge were measured at 
eight sites (Figure 1) using staff gauges along with Odyssey capacitance data loggers 
since June 2010. GW level data were collected from October 2010 to June 2012. 

 Piezometers (¾ inch x 10 feet) made of cast iron with 44 holes at one end along with a 
welded drive tip were used.  

 Odyssey data logger was used in each piezometer for data collection of groundwater 
level.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 1. Study sites (green triangles, excluding Arras) in the KRW. 
 

Current status: 

 Hydrograph separation (PART computer program) method has been used initially to 
determine GW contribution to streamflow (i.e., river) in the KRW. 

 A GW–SW interaction numerical model using GSSHA (Gridded Surface Subsurface 
Hydrologic Analysis) has been developed based on two months of observed data. This 
developed model is currently under long-term calibration and validation stages using 
long-term observed data. 

 
Key Findings: 

 Groundwater (baseflow) contribution to streamflow in the KRW (mainstem) was 
quantified for the period of October 2010 to December 2011 (Figure 2) using PART 

One Island Lake 
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computer program (USGS program). During October 2010 to December 2011, 
groundwater contribution to streamflow was approximately 58%. 

 Using developed GW–SW interaction numerical model, during October 15th, 2010, to 
December 15th, 2010, groundwater contribution to streamflow in the mainstem was 
approximately 65%. Whereas, using PART program (hydrograph separation method), 
groundwater contribution to streamflow in the mainstem was 89.5% during the same 
period. 

 

 
 

         FIGURE 2. Streamflow and baseflow variation over time using PART program. 
 

Author Contact and Biography 

Gopal Chandra Saha, PhD Graduate Candidate, University of Northern British Columbia, 3333 
University Way, Prince George, BC V2N 4Z9  
email: saha@unbc.ca 

 
Gopal Chandra Saha is currently a PhD candidate in Natural Resources and Environmental 
Studies (NRES) program at University of Northern British Columbia (UNBC). He completed a 
MSc in Civil Engineering from Auburn University, USA, and MSc in Water Resources Engineering 
and Management from Stuttgart University, Germany. He obtained his undergraduate degree 
in Civil Engineering from Bangladesh University of Engineering & Technology, Bangladesh. His 
research interests are groundwater-surface water interaction, contaminant transport modelling 
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in groundwater and surface water, surface water quality modelling, and risk assessment and 
optimization of water resources management. 
 

Comments and Questions 

 Go beyond separating baseflow from groundwater contribution to overall streamflow 
using temperature and chemistry for more detailed results.  

 Groundwater movement from outside watershed. 

 Use of different boundary conditions for ground vs. surface water flows. 

 Be aware of subwatershed (Upper Kiskatinaw difference—it’s not the only piece of this 
system); more to this watershed than only drinking water for Dawson Creek. It’s 
connected to the big system and downstream. 

 Look beyond lines on a map for groundwater analysis. 
 

Surface and Groundwater Monitoring Study  

GOPAL SAHA (on behalf of Faye Hirshfield) 

Presentation Abstract 

PhD student Faye Hirshfield is working with a team of researchers to install equipment to 
monitor surface water and groundwater levels in the Kiskatinaw watershed. Collecting baseline 
data will allow for computer modelling of future changes to water levels.   
 

Author Contact and Biography 

Faye Hirshfield, PhD Graduate Candidate, University of Northern British Columbia, 3333 
University Way, Prince George, BC  V2N 4Z9  
email: hirshfif@unbc.ca 

 
Faye Hirshfield is a PhD student at UNBC working on sediment scour of bridge piers under ice 
cover. Faye received her Bachelor’s and Master’s in Environmental Science from UNBC. Faye's 
interest in hydrology began during a field school to South Africa, and she has not been able to 
stay out of rivers and streams since. Faye has worked as a Water Technician for the Ministry of 
Environment and is also researching surface and groundwater interactions in the Kiskatinaw 
watershed.   
 

Comments and Questions 

 Understand flow differences from each part of the river.  

 How many years to put into this source water protection plan project? Answer: 3–5 
years. Groundwater well installation and monitoring has been 2 years, will be 1 more 
year of research. 
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 Bear Hall Reservoir: What circumstances are required to release this water? What does 
this scenario look like? 

 Climate influences groundwater: Why is groundwater decreasing? Climate? Regional 
water use? Recharge: how old is the water? Requirement for regional well monitoring?  

 Northern Health questions: What about private well monitoring; who’s responsible?  
 

 
Snow Monitoring and Climate Research for Caribou Habitat and Watershed 
Management  
RICHARD KABZEMS AND JOHN REX 
 
Presentation Abstract 

This project will assess the cumulative effect of land use and mountain pine beetle (MPB) on 
snow accumulation and melt, forest succession, and caribou habitat. Snow is emphasized here 
because the Kiskatinaw is a nival watershed that experiences its peak flow/runoff events during 
spring melt. Further, the fate of snow following deposition is critical for our understanding of 
both short- and long-term ecological processes in the boreal forest (Essery et al. 2009).  
 
The forested portions of the Kiskatinaw watershed are dominated by lodgepole pine, where 
MPB has become the most recent important agent of change. The severity of MPB attack was 
highly variable in the 2010 survey of the watershed. The variability provides the opportunity to 
sample different levels of change in stand condition due to MPB within the watershed in the 
short term and to use well-documented monitoring sites for separating patterns in ecological 
processes from temporal and spatial variability. MPB infestation of pine stands has been shown 
to change snow accumulation and ablation patterns in the sub-boreal zone but the response is 
variable (Winkler & Boon 2010). Generally speaking, infested pine stands show snow 
accumulation and ablation levels that are intermediate to that of forest clearings and non-
infested stands (Winkler & Boon 2010), but there is a temporal response whereby accumulation 
and ablation may increase as infested trees fall (Teti 2010). Accordingly, infested stands have 
the potential to contribute more snowmelt to spring runoff as well as runoff during rainfall 
events than forested stands. To date, there has been limited research on MPB influence on 
boreal forest watershed regimes. Accordingly, the boreal climate and Luvisolic soils which 
dominate the Kiskatinaw watershed landscape require collection of local information to 
properly apply the general principles developed from other environments.  
 
Increased snow accumulation in Kiskatinaw pine and mixed pine stands may also have a 
significant influence on caribou habitat. The relative importance of arboreal and terrestrial 
lichens for woodland caribou in the low elevation boreal forests of the Kiskatinaw watershed is 
unclear (Seip & Jones 2008), reflecting the limited amount of currently available information 
(Forest Practices Board 2011). Deep or hard packed snow limits caribou access to terrestrial 
lichens found in submesic pine forests. Arboreal lichens are more important in deep snow years 
(Seip 2008). In recent winters, radio-collared caribou in the Kiskatinaw watershed have 
demonstrated preferences for pine, pine-dominated and black spruce-dominated stands over 
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50 years of age (E. Jones 2009, pers. comm.). Within these pine and mixed pine stands there 
may be a gradual change from terrestrial lichens to dwarf shrubs and moss after mountain pine 
beetle-induced mortality of the pine overstorey. In addition, increases in the snow pack in MPB 
affected sites may occur which can influence caribou movement and foraging success. Well-
documented monitoring locations are required to be able to detect these changes over time.  
 
Research Objectives: 
This project has two goals: 1) quantifying spatial variability in snow accumulation and water 
equivalency in selected MPB affected pine-dominant stands and 2) documenting change in 
habitat value for woodland caribou due to succession in lodgepole pine-dominated stands after 
MPB infestation. To reach these goals the following short- and long-term objectives will be 
accomplished.  
 
Short-term objectives  
1) Identify and establish two snow survey sites, each site consisting of a clearing, MPB affected 
stand, and an unaffected forest stand location, where all site factors (elevation, slope, aspect, 
etc.) would be similar, ideally within a radius of 5 km or less.  

2) Gather snow accumulation data including depth and water equivalency at established sites 
from November to March that will allow us to:  
a. Test variability of snow accumulation and water equivalency on three sites within the 
Kiskatinaw watershed. Power analysis findings will be used for determination of future sample 
size requirements to adequately describe snow conditions at each location.  

b. Document snow depth and characteristics for two pine-dominated stands important for 
woodland caribou within the Kiskatinaw watershed.  
 
Long-term objectives  

 To examine and compare implications of post-MPB forest succession on snow 
accumulation and ablation within pine-dominated stands of the Kiskatinaw watershed  

 To describe habitat elements (terrestrial lichens, arboreal lichens, vegetation, and snow 
characteristics) important for woodland caribou in pine-dominated stands  

 To examine and compare forest and vegetation succession patterns for MPB stands that 
remain unsalvaged and their implications for wildlife habitat  

 To support existing hydrology-based investigations on snow surface–groundwater 
interactions and basin-level water balance modelling projects 

Author Contact and Biography 

Richard Kabzems, Research Silviculturist, Northeast Region, 9000 17th Street, Dawson Creek, BC 
V1G 4A4, and John Rex, Research Hydrologist, Omineca Region, 1011 4th Avenue, Prince 
George, BC V2L 3H9 
email: Richard.Kabzems@gov.bc.ca 
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Richard Kabzems: I went to the University of Saskatchewan with the idea of studying biology. By 
1979 I had an agriculture degree (plant ecology) and had spent two years in the NHL (No Hit 
League) where I was Ankle Bender of the Year. Since 1991, I have been a Research Silviculturist, 
working in the boreal forests of northeastern B.C. My work has included mixedwood succession 
and response to disturbance, soil productivity, alternative silviculture systems, broadleaf and 
mixedwood silviculture, and vegetation management. 
 
Comments and Questions 

 Increase in MPB = increase soil moisture = increase baseflow, due to decrease in tree 
transpiration. Is there a delay in seasonal runoff? 

 Changes in future vegetation is of concern  
 

Hydrogeological Considerations for Water Quality and Supply Management in the 

UKRW  

GILLES WENDLING  
 
Presentation Abstract 

The connection between what is happening with groundwater at depth and what is happening 
at surface is still poorly known. Therefore, the City of Dawson Creek (CoDC) has decided, in 
collaboration with the oil and gas industry and other partners, to undertake a hydrogeological 
characterization to understand the movement of groundwater from surface to a depth of 
approximately 3 km and how groundwater and surface water are connected. This is done as 
due diligence for risk assessment as an interpretative requirement under the Drinking Water 
Protection Act for source water protection. 
 
The objectives of the work completed by GW Solutions were the following: 

1. Review hydrogeological information available through the completion of Phase 1 of the 
Geoscience BC Montney Water Project (MWP) and through previous project completed 
by the CoDC for watershed characterization and protection. 

2. Develop hydrogeological figures and drawings (e.g., cross sections) illustrating what is 
presently known about both the surface and groundwater and their interaction. This 
was to be completed focussing on sub-basins in the Upper Kiskatinaw watershed 
considered by the CoDC to be of significance from many years of observation (as 
evidenced by headwall springs, observed artesian conditions, etc.). 

3. Identify potential recharge areas and mechanisms, e.g., the Oetata and Halfmoon sub-
basin that has been identified as one such aquifer zone requiring further study (as well 
as the East Kiskatinaw), based on large numbers of source wells approved by the Oil and 
Gas Commission since 2007.  

4. Recommend a groundwater monitoring plan (locations, parameters, and schedule), 
taking into account potential risks of surface and groundwater contamination. 
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Author Contact and Biography 

Gilles Wendling, Hydrogeologist, GW Solutions, 3591 Ranch Point Rd, Nanaimo, BC, V9R 6W9 
email: gwsolutions@shaw.ca 

 
Dr. Gilles Wendling has over 25 years of experience in hydrogeology and water management. 
Through his studies, research, and consulting, he has gained a thorough understanding of the 
multiple aspects of water source assessment, protection, and water management. He has 
completed his research on the development of water wells and, therefore, is very 
knowledgeable about well design and construction, and well and aquifer interactions.  
 
Gilles started the firm GW Solutions Inc. in 2005. 
 
Gilles is focussing his work on aquifers at the watershed scale. He particularly focusses on 
groundwater and surface water interaction.   
 
GW Solutions was retained by the Pembina Institute to perform a study of the potential impacts 
of Coal Bed Methane (CBM) extraction on salmon and salmon habitat in the headwaters of the 
Skeena, Nass, and Stikine Rivers, locally referred to as the Sacred Headwaters. These 
watersheds include the Klappan and Groundhog coalfields, which are within the Shell Canada 
CBM tenure. A large part of the study consisted of identifying possible impact on streams and 
groundwater level (surface – groundwater interaction). The results of the study are available 
online and were discussed in Canada’s Globe and Mail newspaper (May 15, 2008). 
 
GW Solutions has completed the Regional District of Nanaimo (RDN) Electoral Area A 
Groundwater Assessment and Vulnerability Study (2009) in partnership with Vancouver Island 
University (VIU). GW Solutions was part of the team leading the consultation effort, which 
resulted in the Action for Water, the RDN’s proposed 10-year plan for protecting regional water 
resources and improving understanding of RDN’s watersheds. Gilles is a member of the RDN 
Drinking Water and Watershed Protection Advisory Committee. 
 
GW Solutions has worked since 2009 with the Mid Vancouver Island Habitat Enhancement 
Society (MVIHES) to define the interconnection of the aquifers and the Englishman River, near 
Parksville, Vancouver Island. Aquifer monitoring is on-going. The work has been presented in a 
series of presentations (now posted online via YouTube). 
 
Gilles is regularly consulted by Radio Canada and CBC to provide opinions and interviews about 
water and watershed related matters. 
 
Gilles is a contributing author to Groundwater in Canada (in the section dealing with 
groundwater sustainability), a technical book on groundwater in Canada to be published by 
NRCan in 2012.  
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Gilles has worked in France, Sweden, Switzerland, Libya, Mauritania, Mali, Indonesia, and 
Canada. He has volunteered in Tanzania. He has also started a foundation, Global Aquifer 
Development Foundation, to establish partnerships with developing countries and to provide 
them with training, capacity, and systems to characterize, understand, and manage their 
groundwater resources in a sustainable way. This foundation has now merged with 
Hydrogeologists Without Borders. 
 
 
Comments and Questions 

 What is the life of the well casing? Build from steel and cased in concrete. 

 Risks: connection of fractures from deep play to surface groundwater – transport and 
pressure concerns; sealing of wells – movement of surface groundwater (higher 
pressure) down well (lower pressure) and impact on streamflow; hydraulic connectivity 
to deeper geological formations (shallow and deep connections). 

 Consider the time scale. 

 One hundred million wells in western Canada, what if 20% leak? 

 Water movement is up or down depending on water pressure. Can old wells be used for 
monitoring purposes? Whom to contact? In conversations with Encana and Apache. 

 Observation: the language is very complex and challenging to understand; important to 
describe terms and diagrams. 

 Human error even with the best regulations; old well concerns. 
 

Lunch presentation 
 

A Brief Overview of Research Activities of UNBC’s Northern Hydrometeorology Group 

STEPHEN DÉRY 
 

Presentation Abstract 

No abstract was provided. For more information on this subject please contact the author. 

Author Contact and Biography 

Stephen Déry, Associate Professor, Environmental Studies, University of Northern British 
Columbia, 3333 University Way, Prince George, BC V2N 4Z9  
email: sdery@unbc.ca 

 
Stephen Déry holds a Canada Research Chair in Northern Hydrometeorology and has 
appointments as associate professor in the Environmental Science and Engineering 
undergraduate program and the Natural Resources and Environmental Studies graduate 
program at UNBC. His background is in atmospheric science, and he has degrees from York and 
McGill Universities. Stephen also did postdoctoral positions at the Lamont-Doherty Earth 
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Observatory of Columbia University, New York, and held a Visiting Research Scientist position at 
Princeton University, New Jersey. Stephen is investigating the consequences of climate change 
on the water cycle of northern and alpine regions, including on snow and ice. A major aspect of 
this research is to develop a better understanding of the water balance in the Quesnel River 
basin based on field studies, remote sensing data, and numerical simulations. 

Afternoon Session II 
 

The North East Groundwater Partnership Project  

CHELTON VAN GELOVEN  
 
Presentation Abstract 

The Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations has partnered with the 
Ministry of Environment, Ministry of Energy and Mines, Simon Fraser University, and the 
Geological Survey of Canada to map and characterize groundwater aquifers in the rural area 
surrounding Dawson Creek. 
 
The aim of this work is to better understand groundwater resources by evaluating the 
distribution of aquifers and characterize the availability and natural chemistry of the 
groundwater. To meet this aim the project has three main components: 1) water well survey; 2) 
expansion of the observation well network; and 3) geophysical survey of aquifers. 
 
Author Contact and Biography 

Chelton van Geloven, Source Water Protection Hydrologist, Ministry of FLNRO, Prince George, 
BC 
email: chelton.vangeloven@gov.bc.ca 

 
Chelton van Geloven is a Source Water Protection Hydrologist for the Northern Region 
(Omineca, Skeena, and Peace) and the Dam Safety Officer for the Skeena region with the BC 
Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations. He is also Chair of the Northern 
Regional Drinking Water Team. His background prior to joining the public service is in 
agriculture (cattle), forestry (Registered Professional Forester), applied watershed 
management, and field hydrology. Since joining the public service, his focus has expanded to 
include hydrology review of major projects and environmental assessments, biomonitoring, 
community watersheds, and improved understanding of surface and groundwater as an 
interdependent and single resource. 
 
 

Comments and Questions 

 Create knowledge about watershed water cycle; characterize the water – baseline. 

 “Regional Groundwater Model”: recharge; discharge; water balance. 
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 Groundwater: snow, rain, age? 

 Slug test vs. pump test – future work planned; shallow seismic to determine layers. 

 

Wetland Classification and Stewardship in Development 

JASON LINK  
 
Presentation Abstract 

Wetland management is an everyday component of my role with Encana, and the Land Use 
Planning Group is working to enhance our wetland identification systems by implementing a 
preplanning process, providing training for staff and contractors, and using GIS tools to help 
avoid or minimize wetland disturbance.  
 

Author Contact and Biography 

Jason Link, Land Use Planner, Encana 
email: jason.link@encana.com 

 

 Professional Forester, BSc from the University of Alberta 

 Two years with a forestry consulting firm 

 Six years spent designing pipeline right-of-ways, preparing environmental reports, and 
regulatory consultations 

 Two years as an Environmental Advisor with Encana and recently promoted to Lead of 
Land Use Planning  

 

Comments and Questions 

 Land owner has final say about where to put a site; often wetlands are first pick. 
Information/education is required for landowners. 

 UN Wetlands and economic impact of NGOs – lifestyle and health and well-being. 

 How to access the hydrological function of wetlands? Answer: Directional drilling as 
mitigation option through wetlands. 
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Industry Best Practices for Watershed Protection through Erosion Control  

DOUG RUSSELL  
 
Presentation Abstract 

No abstract was provided. For more information on this subject please contact the author. 

Author Contact and Biography 

Doug Russell, Owner, Green Tree Resource Contacting Ltd., 1205-117th Ave, Dawson Creek, BC, 
V1G 4R6  
email: doug@greentreeresources.com 

 
Doug Russell grew up in Northern Ontario, surrounded by the Land of Lakes and its abundant 
outdoor activities. His background is in fish and wildlife management in Ontario, Manitoba, and 
Alberta from 1979 to 1990. In 1990 he worked with Ducks Unlimited Canada in Central 
Alberta. In 1993 he and his family moved to Dawson Creek as he began a job with the B.C. 
Ministry of Environment, first as a Forestry Ecosystem Specialist and later as a Senior Habitat 
Protection Biologist. From 1999 to 2007 Doug worked for Louisiana Pacific Canada as an 
Operational. In 2006 he started Green Tree Resource Contracting Ltd. with his wife, Monica. 
The company specializes in erosion control, environmental monitoring, and consulting. In 2007 
Doug completed the requirements needed to achieve a status of Certified Professional in 
Erosion and Sediment Control from the International Erosion Control Association. 
 
 

Comments and Questions 

 Gap: training and educating the workers on the land – problems and the potential 
solutions – getting them to recognize when they need to ask questions. 

 It’s not about using the proper tools; it’s about using them the proper way. 

 Disconnect within (between) the silos of companies. 
 

Forum Discussion Session III: Working on Common Ground for Water 
Stewardship 
 

BREAKOUT GROUP MEETINGS: REFINEMENT OF QUESTIONS TO BE ADDRESSED 
BY MODEL 
This facilitated session drew upon the expertise of participants in both breakout and group 
sessions to discuss the question: How might the Kiskatinaw Watershed Stewardship Program 
evolve into a long-term cross-border hydrological research initiative to facilitate long-term 
hydrological research for sustainable resource use and water stewardship?  
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Group Participants: 

David Wilford (Facilitator)  Teni Zetlian 

Richard Kabzems  Stephen Déry 

Margot Parkes  Stephanie Haight 

Chris Rose (Note taker) Chelton van Geloven 

Gopal Saha Carlos Salas  

Shekhar Paul Ken Paul 

Suzan Lapp (Note taker) Lindsay Stephens 

Gilles Wendling (Facilitator) Rod Podruzny 

Axel Anderson (Facilitator) Rick Koechl 

Cheryl Shuman  Jason Link  

Doug Russell Chelsea McClellan 

Gwen Johanson Reg Whiten  

Breakout Table Topics 

(A) What are the key issues of both specific and common research interest into the future?  
(B) What would be the key requirements for establishing a long-term hydrology research 
program? (e.g., partnerships, organization, funding)  
 

Key Themes Identified 

The participants were separated into two groups and asked to rank their research priority. The 
seven key themes, as listed below, are ordered according the overall ranking from the two 
groups and specific comments/suggestions to address each theme. 
 

a. Groundwater 
1. Aquifer mapping/classification; aquifer depressurization 

i. Risk assessment; hydro-geo study; well casing audit  
ii. Well logs to improve knowledge of aquifers and groundwater 

iii. Inventory of orphan wells for short-term, cheap shallow-deep 
groundwater collection 

iv. Research best way to guarantee supply 
v. Understand the risks to the water source 

vi. Research how to ensure the water stays in the Kiskatinaw River 
watershed rather than escaping to the river 

vii. Promote infiltration to recharge reservoir 
viii. Risk to water supply of thousands of wells 

ix. Access to cheap data 
x. Make case for planning for contamination of water source 

2. Ground to surface (Kiskatinaw River); quality and quantity interactions 
i. Continued surface monitoring 

ii. New groundwater wells 
iii. Industry groundwater wells 
iv. Partnership aquifer recharge research 
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v. Montney Water Project II 
vi. NEBC groundwater study MFLNRO 

vii. Identify sub-basin for trialling drainage/culvert/revegetation/restoration 
to recharge shallow groundwater storage 

viii. Mitigation strategies: for example building a larger storage reservoir, 
drilling a well, water retention ponds, etc. Also incorporating mitigation 
measures in city planning documents 

3. Snow accumulation – groundwater interaction and water balance modelling 
i. Link to UNBC 

4. Geophysical/pump and slug tests within the Upper Kiskatinaw River watershed 
source water wells 

5. Effects of MPB on water storage/discharge; shallow groundwater 
connections/temporal effects 

b. Land-use footprint (environmental land assessment; peak flows) 
1. Effects of MPB 
2. Sediment source/best management practices effectiveness/evaluation/study 

(e.g., roads, sites, etc.) 
3. Point source sediment/contamination identification 
4. Summer peak flow factors: human, ecological 
5. Prolong the high flow season by slowing the runoff road ditches; allow the flow 

to spread out across vegetated areas 
6. A radical and unpopular option is to create a catch basin either along the river or 

tributary channels 
7. Erosion control: promote best practices in construction and industry – use 

energized fracking, inert drilling mud 
c. Wetlands 

1. Kiskatinaw wetland classification and hydrological function 
d. Appropriate education and extension (in and outreach) – clarify key questions to 

alleviate fears about fracking 
1. Conservation: by-laws to enforce conservations 
2. Conservation measures: impose higher fees for domestic water use; develop 

advertising/information campaign on water usage 
3. Push conservation: increase water bill with city resident and industry 

e. More intra-regional weather modelling/climate modelling (precipitation) 
1. Improve the monitoring network across the watershed, wells, piezometers, 

weather stations, etc., and water budget study 
f. Watershed modelling development/verification – more physical parameters 
g. Social science research/demonstrations 
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Specific Comments from the Group Breakouts 
 Community people need to be in support of program: regional/holistic point of view; 

understand hazards of water supply; what human impacts are and could be; orphan 
wells – identified and studied, is there an inventory? 

 Different perspective “something you can see” in a dam to “surface reservoir – 
subsurface water” 

 Research need: subsurface flow 

 Initiative of road maintenance; collective responsibility of water – roads are concrete 
indicators and impacts 

 Characterize quantity of water roads disrupt of subsurface water; surface water 
interaction 

 Water budget – characterize flows 

 Business case to fix current culverts and water crossings 

 Forest and Range Evaluation Program protocol – knowledge of road network  

 Understanding of deep groundwater as a long term process. Are there deep wells that 
exist or is there access to the data? 

 1) Inventory of deep wells/ orphans; 2) Access deep well (2 km) and convert to 
monitoring requires log book information; 3) Budget for loggers. 

 Area of water wells; pour deep with shallow wells for addressing road/culverts for 
subsurface water flow 

 Water conservation and stewardship; information campaign; survey/questionnaire; 
climate scenarios 

 Characteristics of system that blew apart (tributaries that failed during extreme events), 
stream crossing, etc. Are there some tributaries that weren’t impacted? Balance of 
natural sedimentation in streamflow, if this is too low, then the river is hungry and 
results in destructive action in watersheds/tributaries during extreme events. 

 Locate where the least ecological damage could be completed as natural catch basin in 
tributaries – use as an emergency and then release when not needed (water storage). 

 
 

Group Plenary  

Key next steps: How do we move forward to support the Dawson Creek Source Water 
Protection Plan update and build on the idea of a long-term Upper Kiskatinaw River Hydrology 
Research Initiative? 
 

Key short-term research agenda 

1. Aquifer mapping and classification 
2. Understanding watersheds as storage for water 
3. Land-use issues 
4. Sediment source issues 
5. Climate change 
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Closing Comments 

 

Dave Wilford: 
What did I hear? 

 Mission and Vision statement laid out 

 Concerned citizens 

 Great program that needs to continue particularly with drinking water 

 “People management” not “Resource Management” as Doug Russell says 

 What is diverting surface water to subsurface to creek? Concerns about sediment (Doug 
Russell gets it) 

 Carnation Creek failed from reshuffling 

 Dynamic group behind this initiative in Dawson Creek (i.e., Watershed Steward) 

 Develop indicators according to rain-/snow-generated peak flows. 
 
Moving forward: 

 Cross-border is key: the challenge is money 

 Water in NE is priority for ministry 

 Assistant Deputy Minister – NE Water Strategy associated with fracking concerns  

 Connect dots to resources 

 Champion is the Dawson Creek Watershed Steward 

 Difference between project and program 

 Watershed atlas is key 
 
Axel Anderson: 
At the strategic level: 

 Snow vs. rain system is the fundamental difference in processes and must be rated. 

 Look for sites with long-term data and research involvement. 

 To extrapolate to other regions that are similar, i.e., Tri-creeks; FORWARD project; 
partnership with academics for long term trends and baseline; key to keep long term 
projects successful are the people. 

 Drinking water is a nice way to tie processes together and something that people care 
about. 

 Social licence is important to maintain. 

 Citizens need some basic education: they are scared and reacting in fear (e.g., fracking, 
seismic); public should worry about the real thing. 

 Cross-border shared interests. 
 

Margot Parkes: 

 Social/health interface 

 Water governance challenges 

 Develop new ways of thinking and learning 

 Become aware of the nature of problems 
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 What are the municipality roles in research agendas? How are they associated with 
province, non-profit, industry, etc.? 

 How can we make decisions based on knowledge? Excluding and putting pieces 
together. 

 Place/space/efforts and the process to make decisions. 

 Language is important (i.e., fluent vs. non-fluent language); tell the story that makes 
sense using common lingo; communication and outreach are key (audience and 
information). 

 

The City of Dawson Creek is situated in a prime location with its Watershed Steward as the 
champion, local citizen support, and online tools (e.g., Facebook and watershed atlas). In order 
to develop a long-term hydrology research program, it is essential for Dawson Creek to 
collaborate with the local government on their research agenda and partner with local 
industries and research institutes. Watershed governance is the key to making this program a 
success. It’s important to understand the research area: what are the watershed, political and 
groundwater boundaries, and how do they differ?  

Areas for Future Research (Including Possible Study Sites) 

 One Island Lake as a study site for surface and groundwater quantity and quality 
monitoring; install staff gauge on lake and expand set of parameters (including salinity) 
(noted at Stop 4, One Island Lake) 

 Classification/mapping and differentiating between aquifers, including deep aquifer 
communication; isotope analysis of meteorological vs. older deep groundwater; pump 
and slug testing 

 Classification of land uses (including road crossings, industrial development) and 
identifying potential point sources of pollution and mitigation strategies, e.g., Williams 
Lake intake protected from cattle grazing 

 Infiltrometers to measure infiltration rates between different landscapes and land-cover 
types 

 Encana gas well site as study area for sediment transport control and use of settling 
pond, cross drains, ditch blocks, etc. (noted at Stop 3, co-ordinated land use at Encana 
gas well site) 

 Forest and Range Evaluation Program (FREP) 

 Thickness of overburden using Montney Water Project cross-sections for base analysis 

 Effect of trunk stem color (albedo) in burn areas on water retention and groundwater 
recharge 

 Snowpack contribution to flows and/or groundwater through isotope analysis of oxygen 
(16O and 18O) 

 Shallow aquifer recharge (sources and rates?) 

 Deep aquifer communication/interaction with surface aquifer monitoring  

 Infrared and sedimentation monitoring in Brassey 

 Ongoing total organic carbon monitoring 
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 Accessing well data from industry groundwater wells; using decommissioned wells as 
sampling sites for well casings, water levels, etc.; Larry from Grande Prairie as potential 
contact (noted at Stop 7, ConocoPhillips Plant, mentioned by Dan or Brent) 

 Characterizing the hydrologic function of wetlands (beyond vegetation type 
classification being done by Encana); potential for future research site where Encana has 
mitigated/plans to mitigate impacts on wetlands?  

 Go beyond separating baseflow from groundwater contribution to overall streamflow 
using temperature and chemistry for more detailed results 

 What circumstances are required to release water from Bear Hall Reservoir? What does 
this scenario look like? 

 Northern Health questions: what about private well monitoring, who’s responsible? 

 What is the impact to groundwater recharge as land-use changes? 

 Better information and education available for land owners impacted by industry 
development and industry workers to recognize when questions need to be asked. 

 

Discussion Summary  

Recommendations for Current Research 

 Correlation between lake water level and groundwater levels at One Island Lake; need 
to account for human impacts on groundwater levels and (reconsider) location and/or 
number of piezometer sites (noted at Stop 4, One Island Lake). 

 Use subwatershed scale for ground–surface water interaction, rather than entire UKRW. 
Look beyond lines on the map for groundwater analysis. 

 Ongoing groundwater monitoring—quality, direction, recharge—in identified (current) 
sites and field-testing modelling results. 

 Increase in MPB = increase soil moisture = increase baseflow, due to decrease in tree 
transpiration. Is there a delay in seasonal runoff? 

 

Recommendations for Current Management Practices 

 Installation of cross-drains with ditch blocks as best practice to prevent surface erosion, 
sloughing, and blockages; potential to take advantage of cross-border innovations 
(Alberta expertise in this area) (noted at Stop 3, co-ordinated land use at Encana gas 
well site). 

 Need to reseed with native annuals/perennials to prevent erosion and sediment 
transport (noted at Stop 2, seed trials on Berry Rd.). 

 

Questions/Concerns/Parking Lot (Unanswered Questions) 

 Silos need to be broken (e.g., increased dialogue between forestry and oil and gas 
sectors to exchange best practices/technologies) 

 Deep saline groundwater transport and potential for leaks 
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 Need for education and outreach and communication challenges when dealing with 
hydrological concepts (“water-speak”) and industry jargon 

 Subsidence and earthquake concerns related to scale of operations and 
depressurization  

 UKRW is nested within a larger watershed (Peace) and even larger drainage (Arctic); 
management implications of larger system and why is UKRW best scale to use? 

 Environmental/ecosystem flows (surface) for all human and non-human uses and users 

 Who’s responsible for groundwater resource and protection with respect to private 
wells (governance)? 

 How does disturbed forest (burn, MPB) increase water retention and contribute to 
groundwater recharge? If it does increase retention, for how long will we observe the 
effect on flows: does it carry over into seasonal low flow period (July/August)? 

 Effect of seismic testing on (private) well water 

 What is the life of the well casing? 

 Better understanding of recharge as sustainability of groundwater  

 Connection of fractures from deep play to surface groundwater – transport and 
pressure concerns; sealing of wells – movement of surface groundwater (higher 
pressure) down well (lower pressure) and impact on streamflow; hydraulic connectivity 
to deeper geological formations (shallow and deep connections) 

 What operations/research does Alberta have that B.C. can incorporate?  

 
 

 

 
 

Jason Gowda discusses gas 

development and land-use planning. 
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APPENDIX 1 Summary of participants’ relationship to the watershed and overall 

interests 

Resident Interest 

Fern D. Grew up at Sunrise Valley. It was our only water source until the mid-1960s – 
wondering what is happening now 

Don 1. Pipeline crossing: What kind of pipeline? Protection and response? Where is 
it? 

2. Cattle/coliform issue. How to reduce impact? 
3. Ethics of conservation 

Jan Want sustainable use of water for children and grandchildren to enjoy. 

Rick B. A personal interest; safety; and purity 

Stephanie How can we better protect the watershed? 
What concerns do the community members have regarding the use of water in the 
watershed? 

Joe M. How are we monitoring groundwater within watershed? Has there been a drop in 
the water table from (our) use? 

Jason Safety; one with nature (work with nature); aquifers; preservation of water resource 

Alvin Reliability of water supply as demand increases; ability to meet future demands. 

Peggy How is fracking going to affect our watershed now and in the future? 

John Want safe water 

Richard Supporting ecological resilience 

Devon Rate of oil and natural gas development and conservation efforts 

Kevin H. Long-term water security 

Cheryl S. The health of our watershed and sustainability is important to me. I am concerned 
about the impact of industry on our watershed, not just how “much” they are using. 

Glen M. What impact does the increase in population have on our existing water system and 
what future planning is being done and by whom? 

Anonymous Concern over water source for rural people. Have been interested in watershed for 
many years. I have seen the river change over the years. 

Shawn Wants to establish an industry water use group to focus on best practices to limit 
impact. 

Kit Photography/habitat; how it moves through the watershed; preservation of habitat 
 

Nicole I’d like to continue having clean drinking water; level/type of treatment; 
groundwater contamination 

Steve Interested in long-term sustainable drinking water supply, that is as clean as 
possible from headwaters on down, and that can withstand the coming impacts of 
climate change. 

Bryna Industry impacts; water conservation 

Terry Clean and abundant source of water for a growing population over a long period of 
time; history of human interaction within the watershed. 
Widespread presence of industry and technologies that have not been used long 
enough. 

Darren I care about the proper usage and respect of our water resources for this and future 
generations. 
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Mary Concerned the city’s water source may be going to industrial use and not leaving 
enough for city use as we grow. 

 

 

Worker Interest 

Gopal I am conducting research on groundwater-surface water interaction in the KRW. This work is 
my PhD research work. 

Shekhar Land-use change dynamics and it’s convection to water quality of the watershed. 

Lindsay S. Industry collaboration to promote best practices and support operations while striving to 
maintain watershed health. What is the groundwater/surface water data used for? What 
information do we have? 

 

Visitor Interest 

Brian Water management; active in Canadian Water Resources Assoc.; integrated water 
management. 

Margot P. I care about the Kiskatinaw because of the contribution it makes to the larger Peace 
Watershed and the leadership being shown here with the stewardship. 

Dave W. Learning about the watershed; What’s been done, gaps and helping to address research 
needs. 

Chris R. What would the city do if they ran out of (stored) water? Who would be accountable for 
ensuring that supply? 

Chelton Source protection; water security; research 

Sue L. Relationship between industry and stakeholders; groundwater contamination; overall health 
of the watershed 

Stephen D. Climate change, snow and hydrology 

Gilles How are the deep and shallow ground connected? How much are the lakes and rivers going 
to drop over the 50 years? 

 

 

 

   

 

 
Group breakout session 
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APPENDIX 2 Kiskatinaw watershed research forum and field tour agenda 
 
 “Watershed Stewardship and Source Water Protection in the Upper Kiskatinaw River: Finding Shared 
Interests and Sharing in the Research Effort”  
 

July 24–26, 2012 (Northern Lights College)  
  

7:00 pm July 24: Welcome (Community Learning Event)  

Welcome by City Hall (Council and/or Director of Infra & Sust Dev)  

 Presentation by Reg Whiten: “Working towards Water Source Protection in the Upper 
Kiskatinaw River Watershed: Research Achievements, Challenges and Opportunities”  

 Keynote by Dr. Margot Parkes: “Watersheds and EcoHealth – Moving from Knowledge to 
Action”  

 

 8:15 am – 5:00 pm July 25 (Practitioners Learning Event)  

Field Tour: loop tour of various land uses/operations by sector as well as current WSP/BC government 
research activities/sites (range/agr, oil and gas, quarrying, wind with focus on watershed mgt issues)  
  
6:00 – 8:00 pm Wrap-Up Social/BBQ  
  

8:30am – 5:00 pm July 26th: Research Updates and Forum (Practitioners Learning Event)  

 (8:30 am – 12:00 pm) Morning Technical Presentations  

 UNBC Upper Kiskatinaw River Watershed Study (Preliminary Findings)  

(i) Capturing Land-Use Change in the Upper Kiskatinaw River (Shekhar Paul)  

(ii) Surface and Groundwater Monitoring Study (Gopal Saha on behalf of Faye Hirshfield)  

(iii) Examining Present and Future Water Resources through Watershed Modelling (Gopal Saha)  

 Snow Monitoring and Climate Research for Caribou Habitat and Watershed Management (Richard 
Kabzems)  

 Hydrogeological Considerations for Water Quality and Supply Management in the UKRW (Dr. Gilles 
Wendling)  

 
 (1:00 – 2:30 pm) Afternoon (suggested and invited presentations and/or poster session)  

 The Montney Water Project (Phase I): Results and Opportunities Going Forward (Carlos Salas, 
GeoScience BC)  

 The North East Groundwater Partnership Project (Chelton van Geloven)  

 Wetland Classification and Stewardship in Development (Jason Link, Encana Corporation)  

 Industry Best Practices for Watershed Protection Through Erosion Control (Doug Russell, 
ConocoPhillips)  
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(2:45 – 5:00 pm) Forum Discussion: Working on Common Ground for Water Stewardship 

This facilitated session will draw upon the expertise of participants in both breakout and group sessions 
to discuss the question: How might the Kiskatinaw Watershed Stewardship Program evolve into a long-
term cross-border hydrological research initiative to facilitate long-term hydrological research for 
sustainable resource use and water stewardship?  
 
Breakout Table Topics:   

a) What are the key issues of both specific and common research interest into the future?   

b) What would be the key requirements for establishing a long-term hydrology research program? 
(E.g., partnerships, organization, funding)  

  
Group Plenary: Key next steps – How do we move forward to support the Dawson Creek Source Water 
Protection Plan Update and build on the idea of a long-term Upper Kiskatinaw River Hydrology Research 
Initiative? 
 

The Watershed Wiggle, led by Reg, in action. 
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FIGURE 3. The Upper Kiskatinaw River watershed and sub-basins (City of Dawson Creek 
domestic water supply area). 
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APPENDIX 3 Agenda/Map of field tour 
 

8:15   Meet at the Energy House Entrance (Northern Lights College) 

8:30   Leave Northern Lights College 

9:00–9:30 Stop 1: Bear Mountain Pasture Lookout 

10:00–10:30  Stop 2: Right-of-Way Reclamation 

  Seed trials on Berry Road with Julie Robinson (Ministry of Environment) 

10:30–11:00  Stop 3: Gas Development and Co-ordinated Land-Use Planning 

with Jason Gowda (Encana) 

11:15–11:45 Stop 4: Hydrometric Research on the East Kiskatinaw 

  with Gopal Saha (University of British Columbia) 

12:00–1:00 Stop 5: Lunch at One Island Lake 

One Island Lake Volunteer Lake Sampling Program with Kirsten Heslop (Ministry 
of Environment) 

Stop 6: UNBC Groundwater Study 

with Gopal Saha and Shekhar Paul (University of Northern British Columbia) 

1:00–1:45 Transportation to the Noel Station 

1:45–2:30 Stop 7: ConocoPhillips Plant Overview 

  with Dan Simmons (Angel Energy) and Brent Goertzen (ConocoPhillips Canada) 

  Stop 8: Noel Weather Station and Industry Partnerships 

  with Reg Whiten (City of Dawson Creek) 

3:00–3:10  Stop 9: Snow Survey Overview 

  with Richard Kabzems (Ministry of Forest, Lands and Natural Resource 
Operations)  

3:30–3:45  Stop 10: Quality Wind Project 

3:45–4:45  Transport to Bear Mountain Pasture 

4:45–5:15  Stop 11: Murphy Oil's Tupper West Plant Overview 

5:45   Transport back to Northern Lights College 
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FIGURE 4. Map of field tour. 
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APPENDIX 4 Field tour visit summaries 
 
Stop 1: Brigitte Schilds, Peace Energy Cooperative 
Peace Energy Cooperative was incorporated in 2003 after some like-minded community 
members conceived the idea of a renewable energy co-operative. The Peace Energy 
Cooperative is a for-profit renewable energy co-operative that is passionately committed to 
providing our members the opportunity to participate in, and profit from, investment in 
renewable energy developments. We also act to educate the community—its citizens, children, 
business people, and politicians—on renewable energy technologies and take great pride in 
reducing our local impact on global warming. Peace Energy Cooperative was granted the 
Investigative Use Permit to enable wind monitoring on Bear Mountain outside Dawson Creek 
when BC Hydro was getting out of the power generation field. In 2006 we were awarded a 25-
year power purchase contract with BC Hydro in their Call for Power. Peace Energy wanted to 
ensure that the community and members had the opportunity to participate in the benefits 
from a wind project as well as make the wind project the best project possible for the region to 
set the stage for optimum wind energy development in British Columbia. Peace Energy is not a 
wind company, we are a renewable energy co-operative; and as a young co-operative, Peace 
Energy did not have the expertise to analyze and develop a wind energy project from the data 
being gathered from Bear Mountain. Nor did we have the financial resources to build the 
project. Bear Mountain Wind LP formed a partnership of Aeolis Wind Power Corporation of 
Sidney, B.C., as their project development partner, Alta Gas Income Trust of Calgary as their 
larger financial partner, and Peace Energy Cooperative. Peace Energy could not have developed 
a project of this magnitude without these partners.  
 
The two-year development of Bear Mountain Wind Park project, officially commissioned in 
October 2009, with its thirty-four 3-MW ENERCON turbines established the first utility-scale 
wind development in British Columbia. At 102-MW peak output, it produces enough pollution-
free electricity to run 35 000 homes, roughly the population of B.C.’s South Peace region. The 
project is now wholly owned by Alta Gas and the Cooperative receives a royalty for the benefit 
of our members.  
 
Today, we are a Cooperative of over 430 members across Canada. Our members are everyday 
people like you and me, community members, and people concerned about the future of our 
planet. Today, we continue to actively research potential renewable energy projects on behalf 
of our members. The exciting news around the Cooperative nowadays is that we recently 
became dealers of a new kind of vertical axis wind turbine that is intended for residential and 
commercial use. All of the projects we consider build towards making Earth a sustainable planet 
and range widely in scope and size. These times are very exciting at Peace Energy Cooperative.  
 

Stop 2: Julie Robinson, Ministry of Agriculture for Encana: Demonstration and Research of 
Revegetation of Land Disturbed by Oil and Gas Activity 
This vegetation seed trial was set up to determine what forages establish, grow, and persist in 
the conditions the oil and gas industry is faced with in the Peace Region. This will be explored 
for berms with both subsoil and top soil, pipelines, and roadways. The goal is to share these 
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results among producers, oil and gas industry, and the government through field days, our 
website, and fact sheets. The ultimate aim is to communicate our results and work with seed 
companies, the forage seed industry, the government, and the oil and gas industry in the 
adoption of these species where appropriate. The initial goal is to get the industry thinking and 
talking about improving the revegetation methods that are in place. 
 
 

Stop 3: Jason Gowda, Surface Landman Encana Dawson Creek: Encana: Co-ordinate Gas 
Development and Land-Use Management 
This project demonstrates how Encana has worked, through its regional and head office staff, 
to enable collaborative well-site preplanning. Various local issues related to stream and water 
quality management were highlighted, as well as how interests from range, recreation, forestry, 
and archaeological sectors are accommodated through on-the-ground site surveys, 
consultations, and monitoring. 
 
Stop 4/6: Gopal Saha, UNBC; Chelton van Geloven, MFLNRO; and Shekhar Paul, UNBC: 
Hydrometric Research and Groundwater Study 
Demonstrated shallow groundwater measures with the recent piezometers installed at One 
Island Lake. 
 
Stop 5: Kirsten Heslop, Ministry of Environment: Swan Lake Volunteer Lake Management 
With government funding for environmental programs in decline, there is more reliance on 
individuals and groups throughout the province to take on a greater role in stewardship 
activities, environmental monitoring, and water quality management. Collection of lake data by 
volunteers is extremely important for the protection of lake water quality as it helps establish a 
strong baseline of data that allows for lake health to be determined, monitored, and managed 
over time. Good water quality is important for aquatic life and wildlife, which rely on lakes for 
food and habitat, and to people, who use lakes for drinking water, fishing, boating, swimming, 
other recreational uses, and aesthetic purposes. 

The BC Lake Stewardship Society recognizes the importance of volunteers and, through our 
program, will help individuals and local groups take on a greater role in lake stewardship 
activities throughout B.C. One Island Lake through its local homeowners association under the 
direction of Dale Bumstead and volunteers have been collecting basic water quality data 
(temperature, depth, chlorophyl, phosphorous, dissolved oxygen) to characterize the water 
quality and limnology of the lake. After another season of data, the One Island community will 
be in a position to publish a brochure (such as is available from the Government of B.C. at 
http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/epd/regions/peace/water_quality/vol-mon-prog.htm). 

Stop 7: Dan Simmons, Angel Energy; Brent Goertzman, ConocoPhillips   
ConocoPhillips is a major producer of processed gas within the Upper Kiskatinaw River 
watershed and beyond that border. Careful attention has been paid to reducing all risk of 
contaminants from trucking of condensate or other industrial chemicals to and from the plant 
site on the Noel Road. Participants were given a presentation on the entire gas processing 

http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/epd/regions/peace/water_quality/vol-mon-prog.htm
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process from arrival of raw gas, through dehydration, drying, and compression for sale to 
distributors.  
 

Stop 8: Stephen Déry, UNBC   
An overview of weather station monitoring and data collection. 
 

Stop 9: Cancelled 

 

Stop 10: Glen Palmer, Capital Power: Quality Wind Project 
Construction of the Quality Wind Project (QWP) is now well advanced. This summer, the 
excitement really builds with the assembly of the 79 wind turbines for one of British Columbia’s 
newest sources of clean energy. We’ll also be busy completing the Operations and 
Maintenance building and the project substation. This all builds on the work we completed in 
2011, including constructing project roads, transmission and collector line structures, and 
pouring turbine concrete foundations. 
 
As with all of Capital Power’s projects, safety is our top priority. The QWP site is on provincial 
Crown land. In and around the project area, there will be significant heavy equipment hauling 
turbine components to the site. Trained personnel are dedicated to protecting the environment 
and keeping the site safe for workers and the public. More information about opportunities for 
public viewing will be provided as we progress into summer. 
 
Components for the QWP’s 79 Vestas wind turbines are arriving via rail in Rycroft, Alberta. The 
storage area was selected due to its proximity to the project site and ability to accommodate 
the large volume of equipment. Currently being manufactured in Colorado, each turbine is 
made up of nine large components: four tower sections, one nacelle, one hub, and three 
blades. The components will be stored until needed for the turbine assembly scheduled 
throughout this summer. Vestas is responsible for transportation of the wind turbines to the 
QWP site. We appreciate feedback from the community and look forward to hearing from you 
as we move forward with construction of the Quality Wind Project. 
 

Stop 11: Ron Padruzny, Community Relations, and Ken Paul, Production Superintendent, 
Tupper West Gas Plant 
Water management practices within the Kiskatinaw River Corridor Enhanced Management 
zone require a higher level of attention due to the risk of plant site surface contaminants 
reaching the river, upstream of the Dawson Creek water intake. Murphy Oil undertook 
development of a closed-loop water management design with gravelled surface and sewer 
drains that enter into a holding pond and as a result capture all rainwater surface flow from the 
entire footprint of the Tupper West Plant. More recently, the company responded to concerns 
of the Watershed Steward to undertake bore drilling under the river with an additional distance 
of 800 m horizontal distance to avoid erodible side-slope areas and thus reducing potential 
sedimentation impact to the river. 
 
Stop 12: Cancelled
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FIGURE 5. Mountain pine beetle (MPB) attack levels in the Kiskatinaw watershed. 
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FIGURE 6. The Upper Kiskatinaw River watershed: resource use compilation. 
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APPENDIX 5 British Columbia and Alberta long-term research locations 
 
Long-term watershed research: 
British Columbia* and Alberta 

Objectives 

1. Bowron River Watershed 
Lead agency: B.C. MOFR 
Duration: 1977–2008 

 

 Address the potential effects of current salvage harvesting 
activities on streams and riparian areas. The conditions of 
Bowron River tributaries were assessed using the Forest 
Range Evaluation Program Routine Riparian Effectiveness 
Evaluation.  

2. Carnation Creek Watershed 
Experiment 
Lead agency: B.C. MOFR 
Duration: 1970–present 

 

 Provide an understanding of the physical and biological 
processes operating within a coastal watershed;  

 Reveal how the forestry practices of the 1970s and early 
1980s affected these processes; and  

 Apply the results to make reasonable and useful decisions 
concerning land-use management and fish and aquatic 
habitat protection. 

3. Cotton Creek Experimental 
Lead agency: B.C. MOFR 
Duration: 2004–2010 

 

 Conduct detailed monitoring of watershed processes to 
provide a basis for the rigorous testing of existing and newly 
developed modelling tools that could be used to assess the 
effects of forest harvesting and disturbance. These tools 
could then be incorporated into a broader decision-support 
system that could aid with decisions about managing forest 
cover in watersheds following tree mortality caused by the 
mountain pine beetle. 

4. Fishtrap Creek Watershed 
Project 
Lead agencies: UBC, UNBC, B.C. 
MOFR 
Duration: 2004–present 

 Document the changes in channel morphology, hydrology, 
sediment sources, and sediment transport dynamics in the 
aftermath of the McLure Fire. 

5. Malcolm Knapp Research Forest   
Lead agency: UBC 
Duration: 1997–present 

 Experimentally assess the physical, chemical, and biological 
response of small streams and their riparian zones to forest 
harvesting with different riparian treatments. 

 

6. Mayson Lake Hydrologic 
Processes Study  
Lead agency: B.C. MOFR 
Duration: 1995–present 

 Quantify the effects of forest regrowth on snow and the 
summer water balance. 

 

7. Prince George Small Streams 
Project  
Lead agency: B.C. MOFR 
Duration: 2002–2006 

 Investigate the physical, chemical, and biological response in 
three intensively monitored watersheds to the 
implementation of a novel riparian retention policy. 

8. Rennell Sound Experimental 
Cutblocks  
Lead agency: B.C. MOFR 
Duration: 1990–present 

 Evaluate whether alternative harvesting methods could be 
effectively and safely applied to steep, marginally stable 
terrain on the west coast of Haida Gwaii. 

 

9. Russell Creek Watershed   Determine the effects of forest harvesting on streamflow 
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Lead agency: B.C. MOFR 
Duration: 1991–present 

through the application of a physically based hydrological 
model. 

10. Upper Penticton Creek  
Lead agency: B.C. MOFR 
Duration: 1984–present 

 Improve our understanding of hydrologic processes in the 
southern Interior and quantify changes in hydrologic 
processes related to logging and forest regrowth. 

11. Vancouver Island Fan-Channel 
Monitoring Network  
Lead agency: B.C. MOFR 
Duration: 2004–present 

 Monitor several fan-channel networks to evaluate how the 
channel networks vary over time, how they change in 
response to specific factors, and how forest management 
affects them. 

12. West Arm Demonstration Forest  
Lead agency: B.C. MOFR 
Duration: 1992–present 

 Monitor climate and snow conditions in a watershed to 
provide a uniform and consistent data set for researchers 
carrying out studies in several forestry disciplines. 

13. Forest Watershed and Riparian 

Disturbance (FORWARD) 
Lead agency: E. Prepas 
(Lakehead) 
Duration: 2001–present 

 Model the impacts of timber harvesting, as well as natural 
disturbances such as fire on soils, hydrological processes, 
water quality, and water flow in Canada’s boreal forests. 

 

14. Marmot Creek Research Basin  
Lead agencies: Alberta 
Watershed Research Program; J. 
Pomeroy (U of Sask) 
Duration: 1961–1984; 2004–
present 

 Establish the hydrology, particularly relating to precipitation, 
runoff, and groundwater, and their interrelationships, within 
the basin; 

 Establish the effect of commercial timber harvest, and 
subsequent regrowth, in subalpine spruce-fir forest on water 
yield and regime and on groundwater factors. 

 

15. Southern Rockies Watershed 
Project (SRWP) 
Lead agency: U. Silins (U of A) 
Duration: 2004–present 

 

 Investigate the hydrology of headwater of Oldman River 
basin: high water producing headwaters; regional 
headwaters rivers; 

 Investigate the effects of severe forest disturbance (wildfire) 
on watershed function: water production, timing of 
streamflows, water quality; aquatic/terrestrial ecology; 

 Evaluate the rate of recovery (initial) of these values. 

16. Tri-Creek Basin 
Lead agencies: CFS and Alberta 
Forest Service 
Duration: 1965–1987 

 Determine the effectiveness of forest harvesting ground 
rules on protecting the water resource.   

 

17. Utikuma Lake (HEAD Project) 
Lead agency: K. Devito (U of A) 
Duration: 2000–present 

 Provide new insights to the linkages between water bird 
abundance and the biological, physical, and chemical 
functions of these western boreal forest wetlands 

 Gather information about the relationships between 
hydrology, ecology, and disturbance in the boreal forest. The 
results will help government and industry better manage the 
risks involved in developing the north. 

* Redding T. et al. 2010. Long-term Watershed Research in British Columbia. Streamline Watershed 
Management Bulletin. 14(1): 1–29. http://www.forrex.org/publications/fall-2010

http://www.forrex.org/publications/fall-2010
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FIGURE 7. Location of long-term research programs in British Columbia/Alberta. 

 


